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Abstract—The artificial neural network (ANN) is among the most
widely used methods in data processing applications. The memristorbased neural network further demonstrates a power efficient hardware
realization of ANN. Training phase is the critical operation of memristorbased neural network. However, the traditional training method for
memristor-based neural network is time consuming and energy inefficient. Users have to first work out the parameters of memristors
through digital computing systems and then tune the memristor to the
corresponding state. In this work, we introduce a mixed-signal training
acceleration framework, which realizes the self-training of memristorbased neural network. We first modify the original stochastic gradient
descent algorithm by approximating calculations and designing an alternative computing method. We then propose a mixed-signal acceleration
architecture for the modified training algorithm by equipping the original
memristor-based neural network architecture with the copy crossbar
technique, weight update units, sign calculation units and other assistant
units. The experiment on the MNIST database demonstrates that the
proposed mixed-signal acceleration is 3 orders of magnitude faster and 4
orders of magnitude more energy efficient than the CPU implementation
counterpart at the cost of a slight decrease of the recognition accuracy
(< 5%).
Index Terms—Neural Network; Training; Memristor;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial neural networks have been widely employed in data
processing applications, ranging from computer vision, speech recognition, pattern recognition to signal processing [1], [2]. On the top
of that, more and more neuromorphic computing architectures have
appeared and demonstrated a great potential for performance and
energy efficiency gains [3].
In recent years, the innovation of memristor further explores the
potential of neuromorphic computing systems. The memristor was
first physical realized by HP Labs in 2008 and afterwards attracts
significant research interest for its ultrahigh integration density, low
power dissipation, and especially, the nonvolatile feature that the
state could be tuned by the current passing through itself [4]. The
similarity between the memristor and the biologic synapse makes
the memristor a promising device to realize the neural network and
mixed-signal neuromorphic systems [5]. For example, the memristorbased crossbar can efficiently perform the matrix-vector multiplication, which is the most common operation of ANN [6]. And the
memristor-based neural network provides a promising solution to
the low power on-chip approximate computing systems with power
efficiency of more than 400 GFLOPS/W [7].
Training phase is the critical operation to obtain a neural network
for a specific task. However, the process of training is usually
time consuming and resource intensive [8]: it usually requires a
large volume of memory and computing resources, while the time
consumption can range from a few seconds to hundreds of hours,
depending on the scale of the networks [9], [10]. Therefore, how to
speed up the training process is one of the major concerns of the
artificial neural network.
The training problem also exists on the memristor-based neural
network: Although the memristor enables an efficient implementation
of the operation phase of ANN, the training phase is still confined to
the traditional CPU/GPU/FPGA systems because of the requirement

of complicated calculation and caching a large amount of data. Users
must first work out the parameters of the network through digital
computing systems and then tune the memristor to the specific state
[7]. However, the training process through digital systems is usually
bulky and energy consuming [1], [10] and the tuning process of
memristors is complicated, time consuming, hardware intensive and
may even bring in unexpected errors [5], [11], [12]. Therefore,
there urges an efficient acceleration for the memristor-based neural
network.
Our object is to realize the self-training of memristor-based neural
network through mixed-signal systems and achieve performance
and energy gains. The analog unit of the mixed-signal training
acceleration framework should be able to work out the training
calculations efficiently and directly configure the memristor without
state tuning. The digital unit only help control the state of training,
instead of performing a large amount of complicate calculations.
The following challenges must be overcome to realize this goal: 1)
There’re too many numerical calculations in the original training
algorithm, which are hard for analog systems to realize. A modified
algorithm is demanded to relieve the difficulty of analog numerical
calculations. 2) Part of the results need to be back propagated when
training, and therefore, there requires an efficient solution to the
problem of caching analog signals. 3) The conversions between
analog and digital in the mixed-signal system should be efficient
and as few as possible in order to guarantee the performance and
energy gains.
In this paper, we for the first time propose a mixed-signal training
acceleration for memristor-based neural network and make it possible
for memristor-based neural network to train itself. The contributions
of this paper are:
1) We propose a mixed-signal training acceleration framework.
The framework consists of a modified training algorithm and
a mixed-signal training acceleration architecture, which can
realize the self-training of memristor-based neural network.
The experiment on the MNIST database demonstrates that our
mixed-signal training acceleration framework is able to achieve
a 3 orders of magnitude improvement of the training speed as
well as a 4 orders of magnitude energy efficiency gains at the
cost of a slight decrease of the recognition accuracy (< 5%)
compared with the CPU implementation counterpart.
2) We modify the original stochastic gradient descent algorithm
by approximating the calculations of errors and decomposing
the weight update calculations into sign calculations and numerical calculations. On top of that, we further replace the
precious numerical calculations by an automatic adjustment of
convergence rate. Such modifications reduce the difficulty of
analog realization of the numerical calculations in the training
process.
3) We propose Copy Crossbar technique and Sign Calculation
unit to accomplish the analog numerical calculations and
overcome the difficulty of caching analog signals. We configure
the states of memristors through Weight Update units and vari-
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able gain amplifiers (VGAs) directly without state tuning. In
addition, we realize the automatic adjustment of convergence
rate by controlling the factor gain of VGAs through digital
unit.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
related background information. Section 3 introduces our modified
training algorithm. The proposed mixed-signal training acceleration
architecture is depicted in Section 4. Section 5 presents a case study
of the MNIST database and Section 6 concludes this work.
II. P RELIMINARIES
A. Memristor
Fig. 1 shows the physical model of the HP memristor [13]. There
is a two-layer thin film of TiO2 : One layer consists of intact TiO2 and
the other layer consists of TiO2−x , which lacks of a small amount of
oxygen. The two layers have different electrical conductivity and the
overall resistance is the sum of the two layers. There is a boundary
(doping front) between the two layers. When a current is applied
to the device, the boundary will move and make the resistance of
memristor change. The memristor also has other attractive features,
such as the ‘pinched hysteresis loop’. In this paper, we mainly take
advantage of the variable resistance states of the memristor.
B. Implementation of Memristor-based Neural Network
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Fig. 2. (a) Memristor Crossbar; (b) Memristor Matrix-Vector Multiplication

make the deviations generated by the currents passing through the
two memristors cancel each other, instead of accumulation [7]. This
configuration will influence our circuit design in Section IV-C.
C. Stochastic Gradient Descent Algorithm
Stochastic gradient descent is one of the most common algorithms
for neural network training [15]. The training process is realized by
adjusting the weights in the network layer by layer. The update of
each weight (wji ) is:
wji ← wji + η · δj · xi

(3)

where η is the learning rate and δj is the error back propagated from
the node j in the next neighbour layer. xi is the input of the node
i. For the node p in the output layer, δp is:
δp = op · (1 − op ) · (tp − op )

(4)

where op and tp are the actual and ideal output of the complete
network, respectively. For the node h in the hidden layers:
X
δh = oh · (1 − oh ) ·
wkh δk
(5)
k∈nextlayer

An N -layer network has N − 1 weight matrixes. The calculation
between each pair of neighbour layers can be conceptually expressed as a combination of weighted input variations (matrix-vector
multiplication) with a sigmoid active function (f (x) = 1+e1−x ).
The operation of weighted summation in the neural network can
be realized through memristor-based matrix-vector multiplication in
analog [7] and the sigmoid activation function can be accomplished
by the circuit similar to that in [14].
Fig. 2(a) illustrates a memristor crossbar array and Fig. 2(b) shows
a complete implementation of the memristor-based matrix-vector
multiplication. Each memristor-based matrix-vector multiplication
needs two crossbars (positive crossbar and negative crossbar) to
represent the positive and negative weights of a network, since M
can only be positive [7]. The practical output of the implementation
in Fig. 2(b) can be expressed as:
X
Voj =
wkj · Vik
(1)

wkj = R · (gkj(pos) − gkj(neg) ), gkj =

o1

(2)

where Vik and Voj represent the input and output voltage of each
row and column, respectively. k and j are the index numbers of input
and output voltages. R is the resistor at the end of the array. Mkj
and gkj are the resistance and admittance of each memristor.
The architecture shown in Fig. 2(b) realizes the weighted summation operation of ANN. By adding a series of the sigmoid circuits to
the output ports of the memristor-based matrix-vector multiplication,
a double-layer memristor-based neural network is realized. Finally,
a multilayer network can be accomplished by combining several
double-layer memristor-based neural networks together.
One thing needs to be aware of is that the polarities of each pair
of memristors need to be set to the opposite direction in order to

where oh is the output of the node h in a hidden layer. wkh is the
weight between node h in this hidden layer and node k in the next
neighbour layer. δk is the error of node k in the next neighbour layer.
The training algorithm is an iterative process and hard to be
parallelized. For an N -layer network, where the amount of nodes
in each
P layer is N1 , N2 , ..., Nn , the complexity of each iteration is
O( in−1 Ni Ni+1 ). In addition, it usually requires at least hundreds
of thousands iterations to obtain an efficient network. Therefore, the
time consumption of training process is usually quite large.
III. M ODIFIED T RAINING A LGORITHM
There’re two major modifications compared with the original algorithm: the approximation of the error calculations and accomplish
the weight update calculating operations through sign calculations
and automatically adjusting the convergence rate.
A. Error Approximation
It can be observed that there’re too many operations of multiplication when calculating δ in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) in the original
algorithm. Such a large amount of multiplications is hard for analog
circuits to realize.
We note that both op · (1 − op ) and oh · (1 − oh ) must be greater
than zero because the output range of the sigmoid active function is
(0,
P 1). The polarities of δ only depend on (tp − op ) in Eq. (4) and
k wkh δk in Eq. (5). Therefore, we decide to ignore op · (1 − op )
and oh · (1 − oh ) when calculating δ. In fact, we observe such an
approximation of δp is efficient and has little impact on the training
effect.
However, the neglect of oh · (1 − oh ) may lead to a great error
of training. The reason lies in the impact of oh : The value of oh is
very likely to be close to 0 or 1, especially at the final state of the
training process, and makes the value of δh close to zeros. Therefore,
the complete neglect of oh · (1 − oh ) will make the value of δh too
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large and lead to a terrible training effect. To overcome this problem,
we choose to filter oh instead of approximating oh · (1 − oh ) directly
to 1: When oh > 1 −  or oh < , we will set oh · (1 − oh ) to 0,
or we set the value of it to 1. Here  is a small value (e.g,  = 0.1)
to filter oh .
In conclusion, the approximation of δp in Eq. (4) is:
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δp = tp − op

(6)

And for δh in Eq. (5):

η ← ηstart
CurrentT rainState ← 0
LastT rainState ← Inf
while η > ηstop do
for times = 0 → M onitorP eriod do
Pick a sample from the T rainingDataset and compute
the ActualOutput of the N etwork;
γ ← Generate a random value between 0 and 1
δp ← tp − op
P
δh ← f ilter(oh ) · k∈nextlayer wkh δk
wji ← wji + γ · η · sign(δj ) · xi
CurrentT rainState ←P
CurrentT rainState + p∈DetectN odes abs(δp )

end
if CurrentT rainState > LastT rainState then
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δh = f ilter(oh ) ·

X

wkh δk

(7)

k∈nextlayer

The calculations of δp can be realized through an analog subtractor.
And the implementation of the filter operation can bePaccomplished
through the unit shown in Fig. 3. The calculation of k wkh δk will
require the copy crossbar technique to be described in Section IV-B.
B. Calculation Decomposition
The error approximation technique just reduces the complexity of
the calculations of δ, while the calculations of the complete weight
updates require another technique called Calculation Decomposition.
To be specific, we first decompose the weight update calculations into
sign calculations and numerical calculations.
The sign calculations are used to extract the directions of the
weight updates. The calculation of the updates of the weights in
Eq. (3) can be expressed as:
wji ← wji + η · |δj | · sign(δj ) · xi

(8)

The advantage of the extraction of sign calculations is that the polarities of the weight updates can be achieved through zero-crossing
detectors and analog comparators easily and quickly as shown in Fig.
4. And the computation between signs can be accomplished through
digital logic efficiently. In addition, the digital data are able to get
cached conveniently, which greatly reduces the difficulty of caching
analog data.
As for the numerical calculations, in order to avoid the usage
of the inefficient analog numerical computation, we accomplish the
numerical calculation of η · |δj | · xi in Eq . (8) by amplifying xi
signal with a gain factor equal to η · |δj |. However, the calculation
of η · |δj | is still hard to complete. Therefore, we choose to estimate
the approximate value instead of performing the precise numerical
calculations. Unfortunately, it is usually very difficult to make a good
estimation of η · |δj |: A larger approximation will result in the error
rebounding and a bad training effect, while a smaller approximation
will make the speed of training too slow. In addition, the value of
η · |δj | also fluctuates frequently.
In order to make a better estimation of η·|δj |, we use the automatic
convergence rate adjustment scheme: We set an initial convergence
Zero-crossing
Detector

k wkh k
h

Fig. 4.
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Input: N etwork, T rainingDataset, ηstart , ηstop , DecayRate,
M onitorP eriod, DetectN odes
Output: N etwork
Initialize the weights in the N etwork to small random values;

Sign Calculation Unit
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η ← η/DecayRate

15
16

end

17

LastT rainState ← CurrentT rainState
CurrentT rainState ← 0

18
19

end

rate to represent the initial estimation of weight updates (η · |δj |).
Then the training scheme will record the training states of several
output nodes and periodically check the training results. Once the
accumulation of the errors of the detected nodes rebound instead
of decreasing after a period of monitoring, the convergence rate
will decay automatically to guarantee the efficiency of the training
process. In addition, if the convergence rate becomes lower than a
certain small value, the scheme will assert that the training process
is finished. We also multiply the convergence rate with a random
value between 0 and 1 to imitate the fluctuation of the value. The
complete modified updates of the weights are:
wji ← wji + γ · ConvergenceRatej · sign(δj ) · xi

(9)

where ConvergenceRate is equal to η · |δj | and γ is a random
value between 0 and 1.
Finally, the automatic adjustment of convergence rate is performed
by the digital assistant unit (e.g., FPGA) which requires only a small
amount of registers, adders and other digital logic.
C. The Complete Modified Training Algorithm
Algorithm 1 demonstrates the complete process of the proposed
modified training algorithm, where N etwork is the neural network
to get trained. T rainingDataset contains the labeled data for
training. The content of each labeled training data is < ~
x, ~t >,
where ~
x is the input data of each training sample and ~t is the
ideal output of the network. ηstart and ηstop are the initial and
final convergence rate, respectively. DecayRate represents the decay
rate of the convergence rate. M onitorP eriod is the period of
monitoring the states of the training to adjust the convergence rate.
DetectN odes represents the selected nodes in the output layer to
estimate the training states.
Compared with the original training algorithm, only the calculations of the actual network outputs remains the same. Both the
calculations of δp and δh are approximated. The calculation of weight
update is replaced by the product of a random value, convergence rate
and the result of sign calculation. In addition, there’s an automatic
adjustment of the convergence rate (η) to replace the precious
numerical calculations of |δ|.
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IV. M IXED - SIGNAL T RAINING ACCELERATION A RCHITECTURE
Fig. 5 illustrates the overview of the proposed mixed-signal
training acceleration framework for memristor-based neural network,
which can realize the modified algorithm efficiently. For a training
task of an N -layer neural network with N − 1 weight matrixes,
the mixed-signal training acceleration framework requires N − 1
normal crossbar arrays and N − 2 copy crossbar arrays. Each pair of
normal crossbar and copy crossbar are connected by a series of mirror
currents. A array of subtractors is used to work out the deviation
(δp ) between the actual and ideal output and δk will be calculated
through the copy crossbar arrays. The details of the copy crossbar
technique will be introduced later in Section IV-B. All the results
of δ will be imported to the sign calculation units (mentioned in
Section III-A and III-B). A array of VGAs is added to the input
ports of each normal crossbar (mentioned in Section III-B). The
outputs of the sign calculation units and VGAs will be imported
to each normal crossbar to update the state of the memristor by the
weight update unit equipped to each normal crossbar. The details of
weight operation unit will be discussed later in Section IV-C. All
of the above units are analog. At the same time, part of the results
of δp will be converted to digital and then imported to the digital
unit to control the gain factor of VGAs and perform the automatic
adjustment of convergence rate as mentioned in Section III-B.
A. Operating Mechanism
Fig. 6 demonstrates the workflow of the mixed-signal training
acceleration framework. There are two stages in each iteration in
the training process: the forward computation state and the weight
update state.
Before training, all the variables in the digital unit will be first
initialized as the modified training algorithm. At the same time, all
the crossbar arrays (both normal crossbar and copy crossbar) will be
initialized to the same parameters. For example, all of the memristors
in the network could be set to the same maximum state and then a
series of pulses with the same random value will be set to each
crossbar array.
Then the training process will begin. For an N -layer memristorbased neural network, there requires 1 phase for forward computation
and N − 1 phases for weight update in each training iteration:
•

Phase 1: At the beginning of each iteration, the framework
will first work at the forward computation state. The current
mirrors are closed. The gain factor of all VGAs is set to
1. The framework will pick a sample InputData from the
T rainingDataset and import it into the network. The normal
crossbar arrays will work out the actual outputs of the network.
At the same time, the ideal outputs of the network will be
imported into the framework, too. A series of analog subtractors
will compute the deviations (δp ) of the actual and ideal outputs
in parallel and import them directly to the copy crossbar to
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work out δk . The outputs of both the copy crossbar arrays and
hidden layers will be imported into the sign calculation units to
perform sign calculations. The sign calculation units will also
convert the results of sign calculations to digital and cache them
efficiently.
• Phase 2: After the results of sign calculations are cached, the
framework will start to work at the weight update state. All the
current mirrors will break over. As mentioned in Section II-C,
the weights in the network get adjusted layer by layer, from the
first normal crossbar array connected to the input layer (in Phase
2) to the last normal crossbar array connected to the output
layer (in Phase N). In Phase 2, the Normal Crossbar 1 between
Layer 1 and Layer 2 will get updated. To be specific, the gain
factor of the VGAs in Layer 1 will be set to the corresponding
convergence rate, and the VGAs in Layer 2 will be closed
to guarantee that only Normal Crossbar 1 get updated. Then
the weight update operation will be performed on the Normal
Crossbar 1. The details of the weight update operation of each
normal crossbar in each phase will be discussed later in Section
IV-C.
• Phase 3 ∼ N : After Phase 2 is completed, Normal Crossbar
1 will get be updated. Then the rest normal crossbars will get
updated through the same operations: For Phase X (3 ≤ X ≤
N ), the factor of all the VGAs from Layer 1 to Layer X-2 will
be set back to 1 to generate the current inputs (xi in Eq. (9)) of
Layer X-1. The gain factor of the VGAs in Layer X-1 will be set
to the corresponding convergence rate, and the VGAs in Layer
X will be closed to guarantee that only Normal Crossbar X-1 get
updated. Then the weight update operation will be performed
on Normal Crossbar X-1. At the same time, the copy crossbar
will get the same update with the help of current mirrors.
In addition, part of the results of deviations between the actual
and ideal outputs of the network will be converted to digital and
then imported to the digital system to monitor the training state of
the network. The digital system will adjust the gain factor of VGAs
according to the training state to realize automatic adjustment of the
convergence rate.
B. Copy Crossbar Technique
Copy crossbar is a technique to duplicate the weight matrixes,
which do not connect with the input layer. Therefore, an N -layer
network will have N − 1 weight matrixes will require N − 2 copy
crossbar arrays.

The copy crossbar is aimed at directly calculating the following
part of Eq. (7)
X
wkh δk
(10)
k∈nextlayer

instead of the scheme that first cache δk and then import it to the
network in the reveres direction (from the output layer to the input
layer).
In order to configure the copy crossbar, there will be a current
mirror between each memristor in the normal crossbar and the
corresponding memristor in the copy crossbar. Before training, all
of the crossbar arrays (both normal crossbar and copy crossbar) will
be initialized to the same parameters as mentioned in Section IV-A.
In each training iteration, the current mirrors will first be closed
and let the copy crossbar complete the calculation of Eq. (10).
Afterwards, the weight update operation will be executed to each
normal crossbar. The current mirrors will break over and help realize
the same update to the memristors in the corresponding copy crossbar
by keep the current passing the pair of memristors at the same size.
In general, there will be a difference between each normal crossbar
and the corresponding copy crossbar. However, we observe the
difference rate is usually very small (< 10% in our simulations)
and our latter experiment results will demonstrate that such a small
difference rate only have a small effect on the training results.
C. Weight Update Unit
Fig. 7 demonstrates the weight update unit of our mixed-signal
training framework. The unit is modified upon the memristor-based
neural network described in Section II-B. The major modification is
the addition of the training control unit between the output nodes
of the crossbar arrays and the input nodes of sigmoid circuits. The
Control Signal is used to switch between the forward computation
state and the weight update state.
When Control Signal is ON, the network will work at the forward
computation state. All the triodes at the end of the crossbar arrays
will break over. And the current mirrors will close.All the crossbar
arrays will carry out the multiplication between the weight matrix
and the input voltages. And the complete network will generate the
actual outputs.
When Control Signal is OFF, the network will work at the weight
update state. In phase of the weight update stage, the conducting state
of the triodes will depend on the Sign Signal. Sign Signal comes
from the results of the sign calculations in Eq. (8). The hardware
implementation of the sign calculation has been shown in Fig. 4.
When Sign Signal is ON, the memristor in the positive crossbar
will be chosen. The memristor in the negative crossbar is insulated
because of the invertor. A voltage pulse will be added to the input
nodes of the crossbar array. According to the model in [13], when
the current passing through the memristor is in the same direction of
the memristor’s polarity, the shift of the resistance of the memristor
(−∆M ) caused by a pulse can be expressed as:
−∆M = (RH − RL ) · µv · tpulse · Vpulse /h2
positive

(11)
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where RL and RH are the lowest and highest resistance of the
memristor, respectively. µv is the equivalent mobility of dopants.
tpulse and Vpulse are the duration and value of each pulse. h is the
thickness of the memristor.
As mentioned in Section III-B, the voltage pulse comes from the
inputs of each layer amplified by VGAs, whose gain factor represents
the convergence rate. Therefore, the shift of the resistance (−∆M ) is
proportional to γ·ConvergenceRatej ·xi . As the negative memristor
is insulated, the total weight represented by this pair of memristors
will shift as same as the positive memristor. Combining Eq. (2), the
total update of the weight can be expressed as:
∆Mp
1
1
−
)=R·
Mp − ∆Mp
Mp
Mp (Mp − ∆Mp )
∆Mp
≈R·
∝ γ · ConvergenceRatej · xi
(12)
Mp2

∆w = R · (

On the contrary, when Delta Signal is OFF, the positive memristor
will be insulated and the state of the negative memristor will shift
along with the input pulse because the polarities of memristors are the
same as the current direction as mentioned in Section II-B. Therefore,
the weight of the network will shift in the opposite direction of the
pulse. In conclusion, the shift of each weight in the network will shift
according to both Sign Signal and the input pulse, which realize the
calculation of Eq. (9).
The weight update unit realizes an approximate configuration of
the state of the memristor without memristor state tuning. In addition,
we set each update of the weight to a very small value and a complete
training task of the network can be realized through the accumulation
of such small and approximate updates.
V. A C ASE S TUDY: MNIST
In order to test the effects of the proposed mixed-signal training
framework, we use the MNIST database as a case study. MNIST is
a widely used database with more than 60,000 handwritten digits for
optical character recognition [16], [17].
A. Experimental Setup
We choose 20,000 examples of handwritten digits of ‘0’∼‘9’ as
the training set and 5,000 other examples for testing. The network
used for pattern recognition is an 3-layer network with 784 input
nodes (as the pixels of the input image is 28 × 28) with 300 hidden
nodes. There’re 10 output nodes in the network. The range of each
input and output signal is (0, 1). The amplitude of the output signal
represents the similarity of the corresponding digit. We recognize
the test image as the digit represented by the node with the biggest
output.
The CPU implementation of the MNIST test is based on the Intel
Math Kernel Library [18] and an Intel CPU core (i5-2320 @3.0GHz).
The simulation of the mixed-signal training acceleration architecture
is based on FPGA, MATLAB and SPICE, where the FPGA is used
to implement and simulate the digital unit, the MATLAB is used to
simulate the training process and the SPICE is used to simulate the
power consumption.
The working frequency of the analog unit is 20MHz and each iteration of training costs 3 cycles. The lowest and highest resistance of
the memristor (RL and RH ) are set to 100Ω and 16kΩ, respectively.
The equivalent mobility of dopants µv is set to 10−14 m2 · s−1 · V −1
and the thickness (h) is set to 10nm. The range of the input voltage
Vin is (0, 1)V . As the analog unit works under 20MHz, tpulse is
equal to 50ns. Taking the above value into Eq. (11), the shift of the
resistance of the memristor (∆M ) is equal to 0.0795Vpulse . The 
in the Filter unit is set to 0.1. The M onitorP eriod is set to 1,000.
All the 10 output nodes (DetectN odes) are monitored through a
200MHz ADC. The resistance at the end the crossbar arrays (R) is

TABLE I
E XPERIMENT R ESULTS OF THE M EMRISTOR I MPLEMENTATION OF T RAINING S CHEME

DecayRate

Noise Rate

CPU
1.2

1.5

1.8

0
0.01
0.05
0.1
0
0.01
0.05
0.1
0
0.01
0.05
0.1

Accuracy (%)

Iteration

Time (ms)

Energy (mJ)

Speed Up

Energy Saving

Accuracy Drop (%)

96.16
94.84
94.36
94.40
94.14
94.30
93.96
94.76
93.34
93.02
92.60
92.70
92.62

517,000
140,000
130,000
134,000
137,000
76,000
77,000
75,000
66,000
50,000
47,000
46,000
45,000

71067
21.0
19.5
20.1
20.55
11.4
11.55
11.25
9.9
7.5
7.05
6.9
6.75

6396030
146.89
129.46
132.97
143.38
75.56
81.43
77.37
67.31
49.53
47.52
47.04
48.25

3384
3644
3536
3458
6234
6153
6317
7178
9476
10080
10300
10528

43544
49407
48102
44608
84647
78543
82665
95021
129128
134591
135984
132572

1.37
1.87
1.83
2.10
1.93
2.29
2.50
2.93
3.27
3.70
3.60
3.68

set to 1kΩ. The start and stop factor gains of the VGAs are set to
100 and 0.5.
B. Experiment Results
The simulation results of the power consumption of the analog unit
is ∼1570.35mW. And the power of CPU and FPGA are ∼90W and
∼5W. The detailed time and energy consumption of the memristor
implementation with DecayRate (in Algorithm 1) and noise rate
is given in Table I. The noise in the experiment consists of both
the noise of the analog signals and device deviations, such as the
deviations between the copy crossbar and corresponding normal
crossbar. The noise rate represents the maximum noise ratio added to
the system. The accuracy represents the correct rate of the recognition
of 5,000 test examples. Iteration stands for the times of iterations
when the training is finished. The accuracy drop means the relative
rate of the decrease of the recognition accuracy.
It can be seen that the effect of training depends both on the
DecayRate and the noise rate. A lower DecayRate with a smaller
noise rate will help achieve a better training result but the time
and energy consumptions will become greater. Therefore, users must
balance between the cost and the effect of the training.
Finally, the experiment results demonstrate that the mixed-signal
acceleration framework is able to achieves a 3 orders of magnitude
improvement of the training speed as well as a 4 orders of magnitude
energy efficiency gains. It can be also observed that there’s a slight
decrease of the accuracy of recognition (< 5%). However, such a
cost is deserved compared with the huge performance and energy
gains.
VI. S UMMARY AND C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a mixed-signal training acceleration
framework for memristor-based neural network. We first introduce
a modified training algorithm, which enables the feasibility of
the mixed-signal realization of the modified algorithm. We then
propose a mixed-signal acceleration architecture for the modified
algorithm, which can accomplish the training task of memristorbased neural network efficiently. Finally, we use the MNIST database
as a case study to test the performance of our mixed-signal training
acceleration framework for memristor-based neural network. The
experiment results show that our training acceleration framework is
able to realize a 3 orders of magnitude speed-up as well as a 4
orders of magnitude energy efficiency gains compared with the CPU
implementation counterpart.
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